
 
Living, Learning and Growing Together 

Through living, learning and growing together we nurture each individual's 

uniqueness and potential so that they may enjoy life in all its fullness. 

John 10:10 

 

Our curriculum intent statement 
 
At St. Andrew’s CofE Primary Academy, Chardstock, our curriculum links together all 
we do to help children to live life to the full, learn and grow together.  
 
Our curriculum will:  
- provide a wide range of topics and subjects  
- include rich experiences that make memories  
- give real purposes to what they are learning  
- ensure all children are challenged  
- empower children to take risks and move out of their comfort zone.  
- introduce different ways to think about the world  
- make meaningful links between different subjects and ideas 
- build on the learning that came before  
- match children’s needs and interests 
- demonstrate our core Christian values running through all that we do 
 
At St Andrew’s, teachers plan carefully so that, where conducive to children’s 
learning, ideas and concepts are connected and taught in cross-subject themes, 
while other subjects are taught in subject disciplines. Lessons within a theme are 
shaped around a series of curricular goals and are planned to facilitate children 
gaining new skills, remembering new knowledge and developing a wider vocabulary.  
 
Units of work are carefully chosen to enthuse and engage learners, but also to 
ensure good coverage and progression so that pupils develop secure understanding 
and a range of transferable skills.  
 
At the heart of our curriculum is a commitment to nurture a love of reading as this 
opens the door to all learning. Opportunities are planned into topics to allow children 
to explore ideas through talk, build their vocabulary and confidently present to 
different audiences. Children have opportunities to present their work in a variety of 
ways but with end points being planned. 
 
We aim for all pupils to develop fluency and confidence in mathematics, in order to 
achieve mastery and succeed across the curriculum. Learning includes fluency, 
reasoning and problem solving.  
 
Our curriculum celebrates our location as being an important part of our rural, and 
seaside town location working alongside village groups and Devon County Council to 



improve our sustainability.  We have close links to our village church community and 
welcome the support and teachings from our church groups. 
 
We know that many of our children will have a limited experience of different 
cultures, nationalities and faiths. Through visits to multi-cultural cities, planned work 
on British Values and careful choice of reading materials, we promote our children’s 
understanding of the wider world. 
 
There is a wide extra-curricular programme, allowing every individual to find their 
talent and passion. Sports, music, drama and community links are given particular 
focus with regular sports events, music tuition, productions in Years R,1,2,5 and 6. 
Residential opportunities in Years 4, and 6 afford children an opportunity to grow in 
independence and resilience.  
 
 


